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“Technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral… technical developments frequently have 
environmental, social and human consequences that go far beyond the immediate purposes of the 
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“The exploitation of data promises to create added value in a variety of operations ranging from 
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… data-sets whose size is beyond the ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, 
manage and analyse. (Manyika et al., 2011)




transform business processes and alter corporate ecosystems (Brown, Chui, & Manyika, 2011) 
be ‘the next frontier for innovation, competition and productivity’ (Manyika et al., 2011) 
and a ‘revolution in management’ (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012). 
The﻿combination﻿of﻿the﻿rhetoric﻿of﻿these﻿messages﻿and﻿increased﻿access﻿to﻿the﻿volumes﻿of﻿data﻿led﻿
to﻿considerable﻿hype﻿around﻿the﻿term﻿(Gandomi﻿&﻿Haider,﻿2015;﻿Gartner,﻿2013,﻿2015;﻿George,﻿Haas,﻿
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Big data’s Role in Business Transformation is Complex
Technology﻿companies﻿are﻿keen﻿to﻿develop﻿more﻿applications﻿ that﻿will﻿generate﻿even﻿more﻿data.﻿
Customer﻿ transactions﻿ and﻿ electronic﻿ feedback﻿ is﻿ processed﻿ to﻿ capture﻿ demand﻿ and﻿ levels﻿ of﻿








Flu﻿ Trends﻿ Project﻿ (GFT)﻿ illustrated﻿ (Lazer,﻿ Kennedy,﻿ King,﻿ &﻿ Vespignani,﻿ 2014).﻿ They﻿ stated:﻿
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within﻿the﻿data.﻿“Not all information is useful for improving our understanding and judgements”﻿
(Saaty,﻿2008),﻿and﻿too﻿much﻿information﻿can﻿create﻿uncertainty,﻿hindering﻿decision-making.﻿Insight﻿
and﻿understanding﻿of﻿those﻿involved﻿in﻿the﻿analysis﻿of﻿data﻿is﻿central﻿to﻿creating﻿business﻿value.






years﻿ (Carvajal,﻿1992).﻿Knowledge﻿ is﻿created﻿ through﻿ the﻿“application of data and information”﻿
(Ackoff,﻿1989).﻿Shedroff’s﻿(1999)﻿DIKW﻿hierarchy﻿links﻿Data,﻿Information,﻿Knowledge﻿and﻿Wisdom,﻿
with﻿the﻿clear﻿statement﻿that﻿knowledge﻿is﻿the﻿ability﻿to﻿use﻿information﻿within﻿a﻿particular﻿context.﻿
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The﻿DIKW﻿hierarchy﻿provides﻿a﻿theoretical﻿pyramid﻿built﻿on﻿a﻿foundation﻿of﻿data﻿with﻿each﻿successive﻿
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FINdINGS - THe CASe STUdIeS deTAILed
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The﻿ fact﻿ that﻿ internally-created﻿ data﻿ needed﻿ a﻿ project﻿ all﻿ to﻿ itself﻿ to﻿ cleanse﻿ the﻿ database﻿
highlighted﻿a﻿serious﻿shortcoming﻿with﻿the﻿company’s﻿data﻿collection﻿for﻿management﻿information﻿
purposes.﻿It﻿also﻿highlighted﻿that﻿decisions﻿had﻿hitherto﻿really﻿only﻿been﻿taken﻿piecemeal﻿rather﻿than﻿
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(2014).﻿From﻿an﻿analytics﻿perspective,﻿the﻿chi-square﻿test﻿shows﻿significance﻿rather﻿than﻿the﻿strength﻿




















total﻿customer﻿base.﻿ It﻿ is﻿also﻿a﻿ true﻿application﻿of﻿BD,﻿whereas﻿ the﻿GFT﻿case,﻿despite﻿collating﻿
social﻿media﻿and﻿other﻿externally-generated﻿data﻿was﻿actually﻿using﻿a﻿population﻿sample.﻿Sampling﻿
and﻿hypothesis-building﻿is﻿traditional﻿data﻿analysis,﻿not﻿BD,﻿despite﻿the﻿constant﻿stream﻿of﻿largely﻿
unstructured﻿data﻿created﻿ from﻿multiple﻿ sources﻿and﻿ in﻿a﻿ range﻿of﻿ formats﻿which﻿causes﻿ the﻿BD﻿
analytics﻿challenge﻿(Bisel﻿et﻿al.,﻿2014;﻿Chen﻿et﻿al.,﻿2012;﻿Tinati﻿et﻿al.,﻿2014).﻿
In﻿both﻿cases﻿organisational﻿constraints﻿restricted﻿the﻿scope﻿of﻿the﻿analysis﻿undertaken.﻿Without﻿
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